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ABOUT ELOURA

ORIGIN OF THE NAME

For over twenty thousand years, the indigenous, Australian 
Aboriginal people knew of the richness of a special region, 
known to them as ELOURA which is today the area 
stretching from South Sydney to Jervis Bay on the South 
Coast of New South Wales, Australia. 

The original people of this region named themselves the 
Dharawal after the gracious, strong, cabbage tree palms - 
that in clusters, or alone - stood like guardians in this rich 
and fertile land they called Eloura, meaning...

“THE PLACE WHERE THE MOUNTAINS MEET THE SEA.”



PHILOSOPHY OF THE BRAND
GUARANTEEING A QUALITY, UNIQUE, NATURAL PRODUCT WITH CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION 

Our philosophy is to ensure that this distinctive, specially formulated and alluring product 
range, with unique, nourishing skin and hair care extracts and essences will provide a truly 
evocative and exotic, Australian experience. 

Inspired by the diverse, rich beauty of Australia, Eloura’s products capture the unique, 
natural essences of the country’s plants in special formulae to create a perfectly balanced 
range of hair and body care products with essential oils and extracts that are 100% natural 
and sustainably sourced. 

ENHANCING NATURE WITH SCIENCE 
Formulae are balanced with natural ingredients that have been scientifically formulated with 
active ingredients that work in harmony when used on the body and skin. Only the best will 
do so consequently at Eloura we are constantly striving to improve on our product through 
new technologies and advances in science.

CARING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 
Our philosophy is to be respectful not only to our clients and working team members but to 
the Earth, its resources and its beauty that we all share. We are determined to be 
environmentally responsible in all aspects of our Eloura range development and our service 
by using natural, sustainable, biodegradable and reusable products and packaging 
wherever possible. We give our assurance that our natural products are sustainably 
sourced and in the very best, efficacious formulae they can be. 

GIVING BACK WITH A NOT FOR PROFIT 
We acknowledge the Dhawaral indigenous people as the original inhabitants of Eloura and 
with this new brand, Eloura, tribute is paid to this beautiful and extraordinary area of 
Australia. 

Eloura will institute a special initiative whereby yearly contributions will be made to a 
government-approved not for profit organisation to ensure steps are taken for the 
preservation of the Dhawaral people’s language an important and treasured aspect of any 
culture.



ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
SUSTAINABILITY CREDENTIALS 
Eloura’s pledge is to care for the environment; hence our products are 
sustainably sourced. Our products are biodegradable and most of the 
packaging is recyclable. Our aim is to be 100% biodegradable and recyclable 
with Eloura’s product packaging by 2020. 

No harmful chemicals, Sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS), Cocamide DEA or 
parabens are used in Eloura’s products and there is no artificial colouring or 
chemical based fragrance. Because Eloura is a cruelty-free brand, there is no 
testing on animals in our product development. 

Ecopure is an active enzyme that is integrated into all of Eloura’s plastic 
packaging to ensure that the product will biodegrade in landfill within 5-10 
years.

Eloura uses 100% sustainably sourced Australian native and grown essential 
oils and is free from gluten for people that suffer from allergies and skin 
conditions such as eczema. 



INGREDIENTS 
Formulations - Our formulations of Shampoo, Conditioner, 
Body Wash, Body Lotion - contain no Sodium Laureth 
Sulphate, PEG, Colour ingredients, Fragrance of any kind, 
Cocamide DEA, Parabens and are safe to use on the skin 
and hair. Formulated by a leading chemist in Australia, for 
sensitive hair and skin, the Eloura range does not irritate or 
harm the body in any way.  Our formulations are also gluten 
free. 

Oils - We are proud to say that our Eloura products contain 
100% Australian essential oils that are sourced sustainably.

Soaps - Our softening soap and exfoliating soap from the 
September 2019 will be 100% RSPO certified. (Roundtable 
of Sustainable Palm Oil Certified) meaning that the 
ingredient of palm oil that is used in the soaps is harvested in 
a sustainable way that does not destroy old growth forests 
and habitats. 

Natural Ingredients - Every Soap is made using natural 
ingredients, essential oils and shea butter.

PACKAGING
Ecopure - Plastic packaging for tubes, bottles and 
dispensers are made using the ingredients of Ecopure. This 
enzyme, added in to the p las t ic , increases the 
biodegradability of the plastic from 100-1000 years to only 
5-10 years when in landfill. All plastic bottles and tubes are 
fully recyclable after use. 

Paper and Dry Amenities - The white collection has been 
upgraded and paper packaging will now be made with 70% 
recycled paper that is turned into pure white paper to create 
a premium texture and feel that does not look re-used. This 

packaging can then be recycled again lowering our 
environmental footprint. 

All our dry amenities are free of plastic wrap ((OPP) that was 
used for hygiene purposes) and are now sealed in a 
specially formulated, biodegradable paper. The soap is then 
placed in our premium, quality designed boxes.

Other dry amenity items, including our razor, toothbrush and 
sewing kit,  are now made with 51% biodegradable 
cornstarch with certification and proof of this. 

The small, sanitary sachet, is made from biodegradable 
paper with lining.

TAMPER PROOF WALL MOUNT BRACKETS - 
LAUNCHING SOON
Launching in a few months will be Eloura’s Patented Tamper 
Proof Aluminium Wall Mount Brackets with our gold 
engraved logo. Brackets are available in matte black and 
matte white. With this unique and stylish design, guests will 
not be able to remove and open dispensers. Only 
housekeeping will be able to remove the top latch of the wall 
bracket to allow the dispensers to be easily unscrewed and 
re-filled quickly with our 5 Litre refill liquids.

THE FUTURE
As part of our INTEGRITY Eloura is committed to continuing 
with cutting edge technology that will allow us to lower our 
products’ environmental footprint  ASAP.

We are implementing these positive changes as soon as the 
advancements become available while guaranteeing there 
will not be any lowering of the premium quality of our brand's 
image and design.

ENVIRONMENTAL & SUSTAINABILITY
CREDENTIALS CONTINUED



Having worked with approximately 50 different, established brands in the 
past eight years, Australian entrepreneur, André DeLaite, is an expert in 
brand and product development, market research and penetration, 
formulation, production and supply chain management on a global level. 

André’s practical knowledge of the Asian and Australian market has made 
him a well-respected and well-connected creative business force in the 
region. A talented identifier of trends, André knows well how to integrate 
new ideas into products as he comes from a robust and creative 
background. 

Early in André’s career, he worked at Vanity Group as their first employee. 
He was hired to be in charge of developing the first in-house brands under 
Vanity Group’s portfolio such as Zambeli, Amenita, and Appelles 
Apothecary & Co. 

André was instrumental in establishing the Appelles brand identity, 
working on the initial design concept, formulations with chemists, essential 
oil blend creations, sourcing of manufacturers and ensuring product 
complies with FDA regulations in different countries. 

He saw a global-wide need for a special Australian brand which was 
missing in the marketplace and so, Eloura was born.

OWNER & FOUNDER’S 
EXPERIENCE



HOTEL PRODUCTS



White and Amber 500ml Dispensers



HAIR & BODY CARE
WHITE



REJUVENATE HAIR CARE

SHAMPOO
Rejuvenate Shampoo renews tired hair. Made from 
enlivening, vitamin rich, essential oils this unique formula 
cleanses and revives hair leaving it healthy, silky and youthful.

CONDITIONER
Rejuvenate Conditioner renews tired hair. Made from 
enlivening, vitamin rich, essential oils this unique formula 
strengthens and moisturises hair leaving it healthy, silky and 
youthful.

Available in the below sizes for hotel
30ml tubes
40ml bottles 
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers

Available in the below sizes for minibar and retailing 
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers
 
Contains 100% Australian Essential Oils of

Orange PetitgrainCedarwood Wild Geranium

RESTORE BODY CARE

BODY WASH
Restore Body Wash hydrates and stimulates circulation as it gently 
cleanses your skin. Made from the essential oils of vitamin rich, 
Australian flora this unique formula improves the skin’s elasticity and 
texture.

BODY LOTION
Restore Body Lotion stimulates circulation as it restores moisture. 
Made from the essential oils of vitamin rich, Australian flora this unique 
formula improves the skin’s elasticity and texture.

Available in the below sizes for hotel
30ml tubes 
40ml bottles 
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers

Available in the below sizes for minibar and retailing 
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers
 
Contains 100% Australian Essential Oils of

Cedarwood Tasmanian 
Lavender

Moreton Bay Fig AmberWest Australian 
Sandalwood



HAIR & BODY CARE
AMBER



REPLENISH HAIR CARE

SHAMPOO
Replenish Shampoo’s unique wood and bush sourced native 
Australian essential oils work together to create a refreshing, 
cleansing formula that revitalises the hair and scalp, leaving hair soft 
and shiny after use.

CONDITIONER
Replenish Conditioner’s unique wood and bush sourced native 
Australian essential oils work together to create a refreshing, 
conditioning formula that revitalises the hair and scalp, leaving hair 
soft and shiny after use.

Available in the below sizes for hotel
30ml tubes 
40ml bottles 
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers

Available in the below sizes for minibar and retailing 
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers
 
Contains 100% Australian Essential Oils of

Lemon Myrtle Lime Tasmanian Black
Pepper 

Cedarwood West Australian 
Sandalwood

NOURISH BODY CARE

BODY WASH
Nourish Body Wash contains vitamin rich, essential oils of the 
unique Australian flora and horticultural flora combined to clean and 
soothe the skin.

BODY LOTION
Nourish Body Lotion contains vitamin rich essential oils of the 
unique Australian flora and horticultural flora combined to soften and 
hydrate the skin.

Available in the below sizes for hotel
30ml tubes 
40ml bottles 
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers

Available in the below sizes for minibar and retailing 
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers

Contains 100% Australian Essential Oils of

Cedarwood PatchouliBergamot West Australian 
Sandalwood

Amber



HAIR & BODY CARE
BLACK



INVIGORATE HAIR CARE

SHAMPOO
Invigorate Shampoo awakens dull hair leaving it cleansed and 
healthy with our unique formula of Australian essential oils that 
includes the many benefits of energising Australian peppermint 
oil.

CONDITIONER
Invigorate Conditioner awakens dull hair leaving it healthy and 
radiant with our unique formula of Australian essential oils that 
includes the many benefits of energising Australian peppermint 
oil.

Available in the below sizes for hotel
30ml tubes 
40ml bottles 
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers (coming soon)

Available in the below sizes for minibar and retailing 
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers (coming soon)
 
Contains 100% Australian Essential Oils of

Tasmanian 
Lavender

Peppermint Rosemary Tea Tree

ENRICH BODY CARE

BODY WASH
Enrich Body Wash is specially formulated to cleanse and 
benefit the skin with vitamin rich, Australian essential oils 
leaving a vibrant, all natural, sophisticated fragrance.

BODY LOTION
Enrich Body Lotion is specially formulated to emolliate and 
benefit the skin with vitamin rich, Australian essential oils 
leaving a vibrant, all natural, sophisticated fragrance.

Available in the below sizes for hotel
30ml tubes
40ml bottles 
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers (coming soon)

Available in the below sizes for minibar and retailing
100ml tubes
500ml dispensers (coming soon)

Contains 100% Australian Essential Oils of

Cedarwood Patchouli VetiverTasmanian 
Lavender

Lemon



SOAP BARS
SOFTENING - EXFOLIATING - HYDRATING



100% RSPO SOFTENING BODY SOAP BAR

Softening soap bar with added African Shea Nut butter, gently 
moisturises the skin leaving it soft, cleansed and enriched with 
native Australian essential oils. Launching in September with 
100% RSPO certified sustainable palm oil. 

Available in the below sizes for hotel
30g  
50g
100g (coming soon)

Available in the below sizes for retailing at hotel
100g (coming soon)

Contains African Shea Nut Butter and  Australian 
Essential Oils of

Cedarwood PatchouliBergamot West Australian 
Sandalwood

Amber



100% RSPO EXFOLIATING BODY SOAP BAR

Jojoba seeds have been added to Eloura’s white soap bar 
along with the creamy texture of African nut shea butter. 
Together with added natural Australian essential oils, this 
specially formulated exfoliating soap awakens and refreshes 
tired skin revealing a glowing, new complexion. Launching in 
September with 100% RSPO certified sustainable palm oil. 

Available in the below sizes for hotel
30g
50g
100g (coming soon)

Available in the below sizes for retailing at hotel 
100g (coming soon)

Contains Jojoba Seed extract, African Shea Nut Butter and 
Australian Essential Oils of

Cedarwood Tasmanian 
Lavender

Moreton Bay Fig West Australian 
Sandalwood

Amber



HYDRATING FACE & BODY SOAP BAR

This industry first face and body cleansing soap is gentle on 
the skin. Using glycerine that works with a lower PH than in 
other soaps and that is perfect for dry, sensitive skin, it helps 
the skin retain its natural moisture leaving it soft. This unique 
face and body soap is enriched with the added benefits of 
natural Australian essential oils, activated bamboo charcoal 
and the softening, African, shea nut butter.

Available in the below sizes for hotel
30g
50g
100g (coming soon)

Available in the below sizes for retailing at hotel
100g (coming soon)

Contains Glycerine, Activated Bamboo Charcoal, African 
Shea Nut Butter  and Australian Essential Oils of

Cedarwood Patchouli VetiverTasmanian 
Lavender

Lemon



For the very first time in this industry each hotel can now select products 
from Eloura’s three range options to meet the needs and tastes of their 
clients. 

The three collections, White, Amber and Black, each has a range of 
shampoo and conditioner, body wash, body lotion and soap.

Eloura makes it possible for hotels to choose items from each of the 
collections for both hair care and body care, mixing and matching shampoo 
and conditioner “HAIR CARE PACK”, body wash and body lotion “BODY 
CARE PACK”  and soap to tailor make a selection that satisfies their special 
clientele and complements the ambience of their particular hotel. Even 
change the range like some of our clients already do on a seasonal basis or 
offer guests a choice of product at check in. 

This is how the bespoke collection selection works:

1. Choose your hair care pack from the White, Amber or Black 
Collections

2. Choose your body care pack from the White, Amber or Black 
Collections

3. Choose your soap from either the Softening, Exfoliating or 
Hydrating bars

You now have your new Tailored Product Experience for your hotel from a 
choice of 27 different combinations.

 PRODUCT EXPERIENCE
An industry first!

Eloura presents a unique initiative in their 
hotel cosmetics range, with a choice of over 

nine experiences. 



ACCESSORIES
ADDED GUEST ENHANCEMENTS



The original people of this region named 
themselves the Dharawal after the gracious, 
strong, cabbage tree palms - that in clusters, 
or alone - stood like guardians in this rich and 
fertile land they called Eloura. 

ACCESSORIES

Eloura’s guest enhancing accessories are packaged in pure, 
white boxes made from 70% re-used paper and printed with 
vegetable based inks with premium UV printing. The contents 
are premium and as eco friendly as can possibly be. OPP 
Plastic pouches have now been replaced with paper pouches. 

Accessories include the below:

Shower Cap - 1 x clear biodegradable pressed shower cap
Sanitary Bag - 1 x white folded biodegradable sanitary bag
Premium Sewing Kit - 6 x pre-threaded needles in durable 
plastic tray with drawer. Product is re-useable
Sewing Kit Regular - needle and thread on biodegradable 
white cardboard sealed with a paper pouch
Dental Kit with Toothbrush - biodegradable toothbrush 
handle made from rice starch & 5g Colgate toothpaste sealed 
in a paper pouch
Premium Shaving Kit - white Schick branded razor with 15g 
Eloura shaving cream with aloe vera, peppermint and tea tree 
oils sealed in a paper pouch
Biodegradable Shaving Kit - Razor made from corn starch 
with 15g Eloura shaving cream with aloe vera, peppermint and 
tea tree oils sealed in a paper pouch
Vanity Set - with 2 x cotton pads, 3 x paper cotton buds & 1 x 
emery board sealed in a paper pouch
Shoe Shine - 1 x black shoe shine sponge with oil sealed in a 
paper pouch



ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
FOR GUEST EXPERIENCE & RETAIL 



KONJAC PLANT LOOFAH

Made from the moisture retaining fibre of the roots 
of the Konjac plant, this incredible, natural sponge 
has been used in Asia for hundreds of years to 
deeply cleanse and exfoliate the skin. The 
invigorating application of the Konjac sponge 
restores a healthy, natural glow without the use of 
harmful chemicals, additives or preservatives. 
Naturally, it is 100% biodegradable! For those with 
problem skin, the benefits of mineral rich, 
antioxidant, natural, bamboo charcoal can be 
seen almost immediately as excess oil and dirt 
are now easily absorbed eliminating acne causing 
bacteria. Amazingly natural and lasts 3-4 months 
with continual use. 

Available for guests, retailing and mini bar sale. 



HYDRATING FACE MASK

As we age, our skin loses the ability to preserve 
moisture, resulting in the visible loss of firmness, 
pliability and plumpness. Hyaluronic acid has the 
amazing ability to replenish moisture that is 
crucial to having younger-looking, supple skin. 

At the same time, it revitalises the skin’s outer 
layer so it looks and feels softer, smoother, and 
glowingly hydrated to instantly improve the 
appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. Eloura’s 
Hyaluronic Acid Facial Mask is balanced with both 
Aloe Vera and Vitamin C.

Available for guests, retailing and mini bar sale. 



Luxury Black
Unity  Gray
Classic White

ELOURA COALESCE CONCRETE TRAY

The Coalesce tray is made purely from concrete 
that is both durable and stylish and offered in 
shades of white, grey or black. The Coalesce Tray 
comes in one creatively designed size that can 
accommodate comfortably the varying shape and 
size of Eloura amenities products with slots that fit 
the product so that housekeeping doesn’t have to 
think about how the product should be arranged. 
This means that each property can tailor their 
collection and size of product to suit their room 
category and brand knowing that the products will 
be beautifully displayed on Eloura’s trays as well as 
tailoring their look to suit the aesthetics of their 
property.



VOLCANIC STONES COALESCE 
CONCRETE TRAY

An industry first in product display and design, is 
Eloura’s innovative volcanic stones tray where a 
section of the tray is kept free to accommodate a 
careful scattering of volcanic stones.

Housekeeping staff spray the volcanic stones with 
the delightful, spritzer filled with 100% essential 
oils from Eloura. 

Because of the amazing qualities of the volcanic 
stones, they can retain the essences in a fresh 
state for a long period of time. In addition, the 
special, Eloura blend has been formulated to last 
for at least 48 hours from one spray delivering a 
lingering, refreshing, relaxing yet uplifting aroma 
for guests to enhance their overall experience. 

Luxury Black
Unity  Gray
Classic White

VOLCANIC STONE SPRAY
with pure australian

essential oils of
moreton bay fig, lavender,

cedarwood, amber
& sandalwood

 

100ml



500ML DISPENSERS AND 
WALL MOUNT BRACKETS

Increasingly popular in today’s hotel industry is the 
need to reduce plastic waste. At Eloura we have 
launched our 500ml dispenser range for hotel 
guest rooms bathrooms, spas, public bathrooms, 
fitness centres and even restaurants. 

The wall mount brackets are very easy to install 
and can be drilled in with screws provided or with 
industrial silicone glue.

In addition, Eloura supplies 5 Litre refill containers 
that allow housekeeping to refill the dispensers 
easily and keep plastic wastage to a minimum. 

The dispensers are available in both Eloura's White 
& Amber Collections with Black Collection 
launching soon. Conveniently, the brackets come in 
sizes to hold one, two or three, 500ml pump 
dispensers. 



Again, this is an opportunity to show guests that your 
hotel cares about the environment by avoiding the 
wastage of using single use plastic. We believe it’s 
important to provide an attractive solution with well 
designed dispensers that also match in quality with 
Eloura’s product packaging and formulation sold in 
retail. A great environmental solution that at the same 
time complements your hotels aesthetic with a variety 
of choice in collections and bracket colour.

AVAILABLE IN BLACK MATTE AND WHITE MATTE ALONG 
WITH THE FOLLOWING SIZES:

- ELOURA WALL MOUNT  (SINGLE)
- ELOURA WALL MOUNT  (DOUBLE)
- ELOURA WALL MOUNT  (TRIPLE)



SERENITY
PILLOW MIST

with pure australian essential 
oils of tasmanian black 

pepper, lemon myrtle, lime, 
cedarwood & west 

australian sandalwood
 

30ml

SERENITY PILLOW MIST - LAUNCHING SOON

This special formulation creates an atmosphere of 
calm and peace conducive to relaxation and sleep. 
Containing the aromatic, pure, Australian Essential 
Oils of Lemon Myrtle, Sandalwood, Cedarwood, 
Lime and Tasmanian Black Pepper. 

DIRECTIONS: Simply spray onto your pillow and 
sheets for a perfect night's sleep. 



PURITY
FACE MIST

with pure australian essential 
oils of tasmanian black 

pepper, lemon myrtle, lime, 
cedarwood & west 

australian sandalwood
 

30ml

PURITY FACE MIST - LAUNCHING SOON

This gentle, uplifting yet calming spray will install 
balance in your mood. This unique formulation is 
based on the beneficial, Australian Essential Oils of 
West Australian Sandalwood, Cedarwood, Lemon 
Myrtle, Tasmanian Black Pepper and Lime and 
emits a lingering, comforting aroma.

DIRECTIONS: Gently dispense spray in front of 
your face and step into the mist.



TRANQUILLITY ROOM SPRAY  - 
LAUNCHING SOON

Our Australian sourced, pure essential oils were 
carefully formulated for this unique spray that will 
create the perfect uplifting and refreshing ambience 
for any room. Enhanced by the natural aromas of 
Lemon Myrtle, Cedarwood, Sandalwood, Lime and 
Moreton Bay Fig extract, the spray is redolent of 
the healthy, Australian bush.

DIRECTIONS: Gently spray into the air of any 
room for a relaxing, aromatic atmosphere.

TRANQUILLITY
ROOM SPRAY

with pure australian
essential oils of lavender, 
cedarwood, sandlwood & 

moreton bay fig extract

30ml



VOLCANIC STONES IN JAR WITH 
SCENTED SPRAY - LAUNCHING SOON

A beautiful and unique addition to the room as an 
alternative to candles or reed diffusers, is Eloura’s 
Scented Volcanic Stone in our black steel jar. 
Simply spray the stones with Eloura’s formulated 
Australian essential oils of refreshing Lavender, 
Cedarwood, Australian Sandalwood and Moreton 
Bay Fig extract to enhance the ambience of any 
room with the uplifting and pure aroma of this 
unique formulation.

DIRECTIONS: Simply spray the volcanic stones 
and when the unique formula binds with the basalt, 
energised rocks, the vapour like fumes disperse 
and retain the pure and uplifting aroma for up to 48 
hours or more. 

VOLCANIC STONE SPRAY
with pure australian

essential oils of
moreton bay fig, lavender,

cedarwood, amber
& sandalwood

 

100ml

*



OUR PARTNERS
A selection of our partners globally since the launch of 
Eloura to Hotels, Resorts and Restaurants in October 2018 



Locations and countries serviced direct with local distributors 
and local warehousing.

Office locations

DISTRIBUTOR MAP

CUSTOMER: OKADA

A

Yangzhou, China 

Hong Kong, China 

Macau, China 

Kumamoto, Japan 

Singapore

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Bangkok, Thailand

Brisbane, Australia

Sydney, Australia 

Auckland, New Zealand

Fiji
Vanuatu

Manila, Philipines

Shanghai, China 

Laos

Maldives

Mauritius



RETAIL STORES
HOTEL RETAIL STORE LOCATIONS



�37

Shanghai, China 

Koh Phangan, Thailand 

Penang, Malaysia 

Brisbane, Australia 

SHANGHAI, CHINA 
THE SUKOTHAI SHANGHAI SPA 
No.380 Weihai Road, Shanghai, China 

KOH PHANGAN, THAILAND 
VARIVANA RESORT KOH PHANGAN 
79, koh phangan, Chang Wat Surat Thani 84280, Thailand 

PENANG, MALAYSIA 
G HOTEL GURNEY 
168A, Gurney Dr, Georgetown, 10250 George Town, Penang, Malaysia 

BRISBANE, QLD, AUSTRALIA 
LIMES HOTEL 
142 Constance St, Fortitude Valley QLD 4006, Australia 
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THANK YOU FROM THE TEAM AT ELOURA
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